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Each of us at some time tends to harbor romantic ideas of
our life and work. The ceramiclst can envision himself as
dealing with the primal elements of earth, air, water, and
fire. Of these, fire is the most fascinating, for, on any
scale it is a mystifying element: controllable, yet untamed;
dangerous, and yet warm and comforting. .Indeed:
Fire is the ultra-living element. It is intimate
and it is the universal. It lives in our heart.
It rises from the depths of the substance and offers
itself with the warmth of love. Or it can go back
down into the substance and hide there, latent and
pent-up, like hate and vengence. Among all the
phenomenon, it is really the only one to which there
can be so definitely attributed the opposing values
of good and evil. It shines in paradise. It burns
in hell.
'
When one thinks of feeding a fire, one almost invariably
thinks of wood. But it is such a basic fuel that to today's
technology it is almost a forgotten source of fuel for firing
ware. Because it is such a basic and readily available fuel,
all theories as to the origin of fired ceramic ware tacitly
agree on wood as the fuel in heating and firing clay. As
evidenced by thousands of years of ceramic ware, wood Is cap
able of producing intense heat with a resultant wide variety
of effects which prove wood to be a most versatile and efficient
fuel.
With any other fuel, one knows at least what the results
of a firing should be, provided one has glazed properly, manned
the fuel/air ratio correctly, an<L in short, done all the
(D
(2)
things properly which should be done with that fuel given
the information available. Wood adds a plethora of further
considerations that are intrinsic to and characteristic of
wood. Flashing, specks or piles of ash, and the variability
(due to dampness of wood, type of wood, etc.) of the fuel.
These properties are what establish wood as distinctive and
totally unique from any other fuel for no other fuel can
bless or damn a piece with as distinctive characteristics as
can wood.
Bernard Leach has stated that "...every craftsman feels
it is better to know much of little than little of
much,"
and according to this opinion, it would indeed seem insane
to attempt to fire by a process that has so many variables
and is so strange today. But because fire is so basic to a
potter each time a potter loads his kiln, he is ready to
test all his knowledge, experience, and work in a "trial-by-
fire"
wood firing does allow one to better understand his
basic fire with a basic fuel. Wood firing can bring oneback
to reassess involvment with all the factors with which one is
working. And in this experimentation, one does come away
with ware that has been touched by the distinctive charac
teristics of wood as a fuel.
WOOD FIRING
There is considerable evidence that man has been subject
ing clay to heat since at least 9000 B.C. Whether the pieces
were formed merely as an object to be seen or for domestic use,
the fact remains that these pieces were intentionally and
skillfully formed and fired, and, in fact, clay artifacts are
one of the most enduring and consistent records we have of
man's development. And it may safely be assumed that all these
pieces were fired with wood.
To the potter, wood may be considered in two distinct ways,
Wood can be considered merely as a fuel, or it can be usefd in
the opposite extreme a method which Daniel Rhodes calls
"natural fire
glazing."
The use of wood usually falls some
where between these two ways, but the distinction made here
better enables one to understand the versatility of wood.
Wood has and is used as a fuel in many countries. Arti
facts credited to Pre-Han China (about 500 B.C.) appear to have
been fired with wood to about
1200
C, and the masterpieces
of old porcelain were all fired with wood. Indeed, any type
of ware can be fired with wood, even if it mxist be fired in
"saggers,"
or protective covers to preserve a perfectly un
touched and controlled surface. Even tod$y , Michael Cardew
fires exclusively with wood, Ruth McKinley does so in Canada,
and Sevrls fires production pieces with wood as they have done
for many years. From the variety of pieces that are fired
(3)
(4)
with wood, it is obvious that wood is as capable of high temp
eratures as any other fuel.
Chemically, wood is composed of carbon, hydrogen, and ox
ygen in amounts that vary from wood to wood. The following
chart is an analysis of the three major types of wood: hard,
soft, and medium.
3
Carbon^ Hydrogen^ Oxygen^ B.T.U.'s per pound
Ash 49.2 6.3 43.9 8000
Pine 50.3 6.2 43.1 8680
Oak 50.2 6.0 43.4 7850
B.T.U.'s, or British Thermal Units, are a standard with
which to express heat values and represent the heat required
to raise one pound of water one degree fahrenheit.
The above listings of heat values for woods are an av
erage and there are a number of other factors that affect
these values. Since combustion is preceeded by evaporation
of moisture and vaporization of solids, much of the available
B.T.U.'s are used Just to dry and ignite the wood. Thus it
is always to one's advantage to have the wood as dry as pos
sible. Leach notes in some of his books where the Japanese
store wood for the next firing in racks over a firing kiln
using the radiated heat to further dry the wood.
It must also be noted that, contrary to popular belief,
soft, open woods such as pine are better for a wood-firing.
Since they are much less dense, they release their available
heat at a faster rate--a factor of great importance in wood-
(5)
firing. Hard woods may burn longer in a fireplace and have
more heat, but the needs of a fireplace are not those of a
kiln and the potter. Heat muBt be pushed into a kiln at a
fast rate faster than it can be lost.
When one converts the heat values of wood into different
terms, one realizes how good a fuel it is. In
Rhodes'
book
Kilns, it shows that wood has about 24,200,000 B.T.U.'s per
cord (air dried hickory). Assuming that a full cord of wood
is 128 cubic feet (4'x4'x8'), that works out to about 189,062
B.T.U.'s per cubic foot. Even taking an average for all woods,
this is a lot of heat, considering that the most common fuels
in use in this country natural gas and propane average
from 950 - 2558 B.T.U.'s per cubic foot. 5
Although these figures present wood as a fantastic heat
source, there are sobering considerations. Wood, even dense
wood, is not that dense. And even assuming that the wood is
very dry, a large amount of B.T.U.'s are used to further dry
the wood and convert the solid wood to a combustable state.
And finally, there is the disadvantage that wood is extremely
difficult to store, for it takes up so much room and requires
care in terms of dry storage. However, all the foregoing does
indicate that wood is, heat-wise, on par with the best of
fuels.
Wood-firing as a technique is a beautiful, baffling ex
perience. Wood burns with a long, gentle flame which licks
the pots and, where there is but a trace of iron in the body,
produces
"flashing"
a brown or reddish burst or blush that
(6)
contrasts with lighter, unllcked areas. Intentionally or
unintentionally, ash flies through the kiln, and this ash can
fuse with glazes and produce subtle changes, or pile up thick
ly and form a draping and dripping glaze--a natural fire
glaze. Wood used this way is firing at its most basic level
and maintains its dignity by relying on the qualities inher
ent in the materials. All ware Inherits the stamp of the pro
cess, or, as Cardew states so aptly:
wood administers a kind of general absolution
for the things we have done. . .disguising the faults
of the pots (or firing) with an accidental charm
which is at once comforting and somehow flattering
since it comes not from the artist himself, but
from his materials. 6
Ware of Pre-Han China is the earliest on which we find
ash deposits indicating high temperatures were reached and the
ash fused. The Chinese were the first to construct kilns cap
able of stoneware temperatures where the ash of firing fuses
to form the typically pale, grey-green, translucent glaze.
Around this discovery many other styles developed making use
of this simple and direct method of producing ware. There are
many Japanese kilns that produce only this type of ware and
they have made it internationally renowned for Its directness
and honesty. Some Bizen ware is rubbed or dusted with ash to
enhance the effect. It is this type of direct ware that stim


























A kiln is essentially a closed space to contain heat.
Early kilnawere of the updraft design, which is essentially
like a fireplace ~ a fire is built whose heat travels up
through the ware and out the top or through a stack. Inherent
in the updraft design is a tremendous loss and waste of fuel,
for the heat travels out of the kiln through simple draft
faaier than it can be put into the kiln and transferred to
the ware. One of the reasons the Chinese were able to tech
nically accelerate beyond the rest of the ceramic world was
the fact that they developed an effective downdraft kiln de
sign which contained more of the heat and utilized the fuel
better. Whether the downdraft principle developed by parti
tioning of the split-bamboo type of kiln or was a simple, but
clever modification of the updraft kiln is an academic ques
tion. The main point is that they did find that the principle
of the downdraft kiln ensured that the flame was kept within
the kiln for a longer period of time, thus being able to trans
fer more of its heat. The flame is able to travel about twice
the distance within the kiln and therefore higher temperatures




It was and still is often the case in the Orient that ,
whole villages produce pots to fire, in which case it is much
more economical to fire a large kiln. Since it is estimated
(8)
(9)
Fig. 4. Simple downdraft kiln,
Fig. 5. Simple climbing kiln
do)
that 10-30J6 of the heat put into a kiln is lost through the
flue,8 the "climbing
kiln"
was popularized, since leftover
heat from the lower chambers preheated the chambers above.
Built on a slope, these kilns needed little or no chimney,
for the incline and length often up to 200 ft. produced
the draft-pull.
The climbing kiln has wood stoked through a firebox in
front of the lowest chamber, and each succesive chamber is
stoked to final temperature through holes flanking all the
chambers. The only disadvantage to climbing kilns is that
they cool very rapidly, since the air supply is through all
the chambers already fired, hence the lower chambers are
cooled while allowing air through to feed the upper chambers.
Often, the bottom chambers are opened and unstacked while the
top chamber is still being stoked to full temperature.
The Japanese have our most accessable examples of the
construction and efficiency of climbing wood kilns. Their
kilns are slightly smaller than the Chinese kilns and built
on a lesser slope of about 20. When no slope is available,
o
one is made out of mounded earth. Rhodes notes that these
kilns fire with about
1--
tons of wood which is admirable
considering there is usually over 1000 cubic feet of ware
space. Leach writes that the kiln at
Onda10
has chambers
15 feet wide by 5 feet high, by 7 feet long, and each chamber,
only
one- third full, takes about 2 hours to reach temperature.
He calculates that since even a large pot about 2 feet by 2
feet gets to temperature with about 50 lbs. of wood, these
(11)
kilns are tremendously efficient.
To one about to undertake construction of a kiln, there
are four excellent sources with proportions and guidelines on
kilns. Leach in A Potter's Work quotes Eastern and Western
authorities on kiln proportions, but leaves the question as
to the more correct unanswered. Perhaps the point here is
that both authorities are experienced and correct within their
work. Kiln design and construction is in the end a trial and
error affair, and what works will work. Rhodes in Stoneware
and Porcelain and Kilns has some very good guidelines, but in
the end, he is often too general. Where he is specific, he
is too specific, giving proportions and techniques familiar
to him and not mentioning others which would seem, through
popular use, to be easier to construct and more efficient in
use. Perhaps the best source is Michael Cardew, who is some
what of an authority on wood kilns on a Western, individual
(as opposed to the large communal) scale. Cardew gives an
excellent account in Pioneer Pottery of the considerations
and proportions in designing a kiln, and efficient firing.
The only drawback to this account is that at times it is too
technical and considers factors (such as the thermal expansion
of gases, heat loss factors, etc.) which either take care of
themselves (provided one has some knowledge of a kiln and ma
terials), or are not necessary for one to build and operate
a kiln with success. These sources are best as comparative
bases and as such, are interesting and useful..
(12)
In the design of any kiln, the first consideration should
be the size too large a kiln can take too long to fill with
ware and ruin more work should an accident occur. The time
between firings is long, thus there is less finished ware and
time to assess one's total work. Too small a kiln is inef
ficient, for, since a large proportion of B.T.U.'s go to heat
the brickwork, and with many snlall firings, a lot of fuel is
wasted, especially with wood, where the labor to ware ratio is
of amplified concern. A good practice is to design a kiln
around the size of available or planned shelves. Available
to us were shelves
22"
by 24", so the loading area was to be
at least
22"
by 48", plus some room around and between
shelves?*
The design and construction of a kiln w$ould present no
problems provided one has seen and analyzed some working kilns
and/or has a fair working knowledge of a kiln's design and
construction and a clear concept of the demands he makes of
his kiln. There were a few considerations which were found
to be very important to this kiln, especially since It was to
be fired with wood.
1) The kiln, or each chamber, should be as close In
shape to a cube as possible, to allow for best cir
culation. Cardew claims the best shape is a round,
domed kiln, which seems more difficult to build.
** With any fuel burning kiln, circulation is critical. If
the horizontal ware area Is only one shelf square, circulation
is poor heat may not pass through a layer at all. With at
least two shelves, heat moves between shelves and a staggering
arrangement of shelve layers is even better. However, the
larger the square loading area, the higher the kiln will be to
approximate a cube. Thus this kiln's load area was
22wx48"
and total height about 4 feet.
(13)
2) Designing must be carefully done and drawn, which
saves time later. Transitions from a two-dimensional
plan to three-dimensional construction can be diffi
cult, especially if the plan is poor. Where there are
corners, fireboxes, grates, flues, or other breaks in
straight stacked construction, time is often lost
considering how to Join bricks tightly. It is usual
ly better to plan for these on a drawing so as to
save time and money for often, makeshift fits re
quire more brick than planned on.
3) Wood needs more grate areaa larger firebox--ln
order to burn. The firebox should be generous, for
it can later be closed down in size if needed.
4) Correspondingly, the size of the damper and flue
must be very generous for wood-kilns. If they are
too large, they can be dampered down.
5) The chimney of a wood kiln must be larger than usual,
both In cross-section and height. For a single chamber
kiln, it must be at least twice the height of the kiln.
One rule of thumb Is that the chimney be 4 feet high
for every foot of horizontal flue.
6) According to Professor Schmltz, a wood kiln needs
these minimum proportions: For every 9 cubic feet
of loading area, there be 1 square foot of grate and
32 square inches of chimney cross-section.
7) There must be overly generous air inlets to the grates
to allow sufficient air to completely burn the wood.
These inlets can be closed down with loose brick if
needed, but it is almost impossible to try and quickly
knock holes in hard brick during a firing to let in
more air.
8) The overriding rule is to overbuild on all critical
points and allow for easy modification, if necessary.
The style of kiln decided on was a sprung-arch, cross-
draft kiln, working on the downdraft principle. It Is a single
chamber, for this design uses less brick for total size. A
sprung arch is faster and easier to construct than a dome. In
spite of
Cardew'
s experience and suggestions for a round, domed
kiln, the number of kilns in this country with sprung-arches
operating efficiently justify the arch's effectiveness. Total
(14)
size was about 32 cubic feet entirely adequate for productive
experimentation. Assuming the door to be the front, the fire
box is on the left, and the chimney on the right (hence the
cross-draft), and the arch runs, or springs, from left to right,
The firebox is large (almost a third of the total Interior
measurements) and consists of two grates. The primary grate,
on which the wood is initially stoked and burned, is about
2"
above the floor level of the loading area** and built of 3"x
11"x14"
floor tiles split to 3"x5#"x14". The grates should be
about
5"
apart. Too close and the grates will not allow
enough air through via the ports to burn the wood. Too far
apart and they allow wood to fall through before It has burn
ed down sufficiently. On the side of the kiln, and directly
below this grate are about 12 air holes in two rows, each hole
being about 2"x4". These two layers of air ports were de
signed with straight and wedge bricks on edge, so that the
openings were tapered, allowing them to be closed with spare
wedge brick if necessary. Directly beneath this is another
grate that is made up of only three split tiles, which support
a cast iron grate that was salvaged. This grate catches small
pieces of burning wood and holds them until tthey burn down
further, and more completely. Also, combustion on this grate
preheats the air coming in the ports just above it and feeding
** The primary grate should be at loading floor level, or
within about 2 . With this arrangment, some flame can pass
directly to the lower stacked ware through the bag* wall,
thereby ensuring that the kiln is more evenly heated and
flashed.
(15)
the primary grate. Immediately under this grate is a single
row of bricks with six spaces left open for air to feed this
secondary grate. These holes are also
2i"x4"
and all able
to be plugged with wedge bricks. Below this, the whole re
maining space is an ash pit which is a storage area to hold
unburned ash. It must be of a generous size, for an unex
pected pile-up of ash can clog grates and air supply, slow or
stop a firing, and even be dangerous. Ideally, combustion
should be so complete that the small amount of ash that does
accumulate can be cleaned out at the end of the firing. The
two grates and the ash pit are accessable from the front via
openings about
8"x8"
square. The primary grate opening, where
the wood is stoked, has a door from a test kiln hinged to the
kiln's angle iron supports. The other two openings are simply
bricked up with a few pieces of soft brick, for access to these
need not be as quick.
The material for this kiln was salvaged from various places,
Floor tiles, hard wedges, straights, skews, and huge cast block
came from a closing Syracuse China factory. Hard brick are
ideal. They take longer to heat up (for they absorb rather than
reflect heat) but retain heat longer, and they were free. The
outer casing of soft brick, arch soft brick, mortar, and cinder
block for the foundation were the only things purchased either
by the school or personally. The layer of asbestos for the arch
was stripped from an old test kiln. Angle irons were obtained
by cutting up old "I "-beams. The following is a list of the





keyed, hard floor tiles
3"x11"x14"







































double link, general purpose chain
"Eye"
bolts, washers, and nuts
Turnbuckles
The general plans for the kiln are on the following page














Damper, lower vents In,
Secondary Orates down
Floor oomplete




Primary grates, Upper Tents
Starting straight up



























Damper, lower vents in,
Secondary Orates down
Floor oomplete



























Damper, lower vents in,
Secondary Orates down
Floor oomplete

























LAYER 2 - Damper, lower vente In,
Secondary Orates down
LAYER 3 - Floor oomplete






























Damper, lower vents in,
Secondary Orates down
Floor oomplete





















































LAYER 2 - Damper, lower vents in,
































Once the design and plans were done, construction pro
ceeded fairly quickly, but difficulty was found with using the
large cast brick. Hard brick, especially of the size used
here, are almost impossible to split cleanly, so careful and
tedious considerations had to be made with the sizes available.
The foundation was fairly simple. The gravel base was roughly
leveled, and over this, cinder blocks were laid down, squared,
and leveled.** The blocks were laid with their holes parallel
to the ground so air could pass through and keep them cool. An
area was left open down the middle of them to accomodate the
planned flue. Only enough cinder block were used to support
the floor tiles. Next, tiles were used to line the flue, and
two layers of tiles formed the floor of the kiln's loading
area total thickness of the floor being about 6", and the
total height of construction thus far about 14". The tiles
were keyed, so a consideration had to be made in order that
the ends of the tiles on the firebox side would hold the split
tiles to be used as grates on a level. The firebox was then
outlined and made of two thicknesses of hard block. Then came
the air vents and grates, and spacers, until the firebox was
level with the floor. Now all was level, and construction was
straight-up stack construction (except for the front, where
holes had to be left for the firebox and ash pit doors) with
** Cardew claims that with cast concrete foundations, "damp
sole"
sets in - a condition purportedly known by concrete
workers in which the conorete absorbs moisture from the ground
by capillary action. This supposedly wastes heat later, for
this moisture uses fuel In being driven off. Cinder blocks
avoid this problem and are cheaper.
(19)
hard blocks. The firebox received a double thickness of hard
blocks. These hard blocks were la Ida with a thin mixture of
1/3 fireclay, 1/3 cement, and 1/3 grog only enough was used
to seal and level the minor irregularities. Next, the three
walls received a second layer of soft insulating brick (except
the firebox, which was already
9"
thick.) Angle irons were
then put on all four corners, cross welded lengthwise, and
joined widthwise with adjustable chains. The chains can be
tightened up, to support the thrust of the kiln's arch, and
further adjustable later to the rising and settling of the
arch from firing. An arch form was put in and a soft brick
arch cut and laid in a single
4"
layer. Over this was put
a
4"
thick layer of block asbestos.. After several firings
it was decided that another layer should be added - a thick
paste of i cement, fireclay, and \ housing Insulation was
smeared over. The door consisted of two
4"
layers of soft
brick the inner layer was cut to fit within the arch, and P -.
the outer layer simply stacked against inner door and arch.
Cut brick filled the gap between the back wall and the top
of the back arch. A bagg wall was then fit on the edge of
the floor next to the firebox, with holes left in at various
points suggested by experience. For the first firing, this
bagg wall was not mortared, so It could be, and was, later
modified.
The chimney was last to be made. First two large hard
tiles (3"xl4i"x17i") were laid for the foundation. Hard
brick were set with standard mortar and joined the flue
H
JI
Fig. 7. Side view of kiln showing
the
air ports. Four ports of the top two
rows are closed. Bottom six ports,











Fig. 8. Front of kiln. Note the two
layers to the door and chains which
counter the outward thrust of the
arch. Two firebox doors are to the
left, above and below the white strip
(21)
outlet. The hard brick were built to a height of about one
foot, with a slot to accomodate a damper. Then the chimney
went up with common red brick to a height of about 16 feet.
It started out
14"
square, but tapered, unintentionally (but
aesthetically "befitting the vigorous ware to be fired") to
about
9"x9"
at the top. This served admirably. Later, an
accident toppled the chimney and the chimney was rebuilt.
This time the hard brick was built to about arch height. The
rest was again with common brick to the same height but with
out the taper. This also worked well.
BODIES
The stoneware body one choses is very important, for in
wood-firing, it is a large part of the finished piece; the
color, texture, adaptability, and variations of the body all
make up a large part of the total appeal. Leach notes:
The surface texture of stoneware. . .awakens the sensi
bilities of touch as no other pots do. We feel more
than a satisfaction through the eyes.
-
Unconsciously
our fingers are invited to play over the contours,
thereby experiencing pleasure through the most prim
itive and objective means. Children play with pebbles
with a similar awakening of perception. 11
Moreover,: "By such, the heart is fed through the senses, not
by the fact-finding busy intellect of the West, but by intui
tion and
emotion."
Any standard stoneware body will work in wood firing.
One source noted that Bizen ware uses a smooth body, with no
grog. In the end, it is mostly personal preference to final
ize the body so that it satisfies preferences for color, tex
ture, throwing ability, and other personal points.
*****
Standard Body
Cedar Heights Goldart 50
APG Missouri Fireclay 18














This is the body used in all other types of ware, and,
happily, it worked well in wood-firing, thus requiring that
only one body be kept on hand ~ a definite convenience. This
body fires well, flashing heavily and very dark in hot parts
of the kiln, and flashing irregularly with much contrast in
cooler sections.
This formula is admittedly rather complex for a stoneware
body, but was consistently used for convenience. It can, and
*
has been simplified, and thus, any of the following will also
work well:
Cedar Heights Goldart 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
APG Missouri Fireclay 25 20 20 50






Ball Clay 20 15 20 15
Grog From 0 25, by preference
Red Grog 8
Body Feldspar Up to 8, but not needed
Iron (Fe203) To 1 cup, by preference
As can be seen, a fireclay-stoneware body is fine for
wood-firing. The base to this body is Cedar Heights Goldart.
The other elements are highly flexible. The ball clays add
plasticity which aids in throwing. The fireclays vary widely
in color and texture with
"Vallentyne"
being the highest
iron-bearing clay and very plastic. The grog adds
"tooth"
and texture.
Professor Schmitz had developed a body which was to make
more use of the flashing nature of wood-firing. This body
was supposed to flash contrasts, especially well over deep
scratches and combing. It should be noted that it is very
free of iron-bearing clays.
(24)
Schmitz Wood-Fire Body
APG Missouri Fireclay 15










Only a very few small tests were made with this body.
It does Indeed appear to flash well with high points flash-
ing and the low points remaining light. However, the body is
extremely complicated, and the standard body exhibited enough
la latitude in terms of flashing, color, and results, so the
change was not made to the Schmitz body.
DESIGN
Japan is famous for wood-fired ware. Befitting a ware
that is so true to materials, there is a strong, simple design
that Is often baffling in its assymetry and coarseness. The
ware is humble and seems to harmonize with almost anything;
and this harmony is not a contrast, but a wonderfully frank,
honest handling of materials. Saint Francis of ^sissl perhaps
would think of this ware when he thought of "Holy
Poverty."
The Japanese use the adjective
"shibui"







Japanese ware, especially the wood-fired, is seldom monu
mental, and seldom dull, for there is a liveliness of form and
a spirited use of color, texture, and decoration which is in
spiring in that it shows a complete familiarity with materials
and an unabashed freedom for experimentation. There is a
vigor to the throwing and handling and a relaxed and informal
quality, with the evidences of craftsmanship not hidden or
ob-
scv(rr^d but enjoyed and used directly. The overall design is
not debilitated by the finger marks left from throwing, the
sharp, crisp edges where the cutting tool has passed, the fin
ger marks and prints from lifting the wet pot all these show
a feeling or gusto in the making of the pot as well as in the
finished piece. . The casualness is often puzzling, for there
seems a calm, relaxed nature about the whole process as if the
potter had "...too little creativeness in our acrobatic sense."1 3




It is definitely difficult for one who understands crafts
manship in the Western sense of smooth surface and unblemished
glazing- a general concealment of the process to understand
this way of producing. But if we are to accept some of the old
pieces of the East as standards (such as Chinese Sung dynasty
ware), we must accept this casual way of producing. The excuse
is often presented that behind the Eastern tradition of crafts
is a whole culture and way of thinking, Zen in particular,
that we In the West can never expect to understand. This think
ing allows, supposedly, a casualness which we cannot duplicate
and can appreciate only at a distance.
Perhaps the truth of our admiration and distant awe of
Eastern crafts is more basic and painful than this. True, we
cannot understand the full meaning of the East as they see it,
but there are certain things which touch true to all artists and
perhaps because the East has some ideas which so contradict our
training and yet have a ring of truth to them, they are baffling
and somehow disdained. The West Is subconsciously committed to
many die turns, and one is the Kantian "end Justifying the means"
everything is planned out and well designed and anything that
allows one to realize that design and that design only is not
only justified but mandatory. The artist-designer's intentions
have been realized. However, this line of reasoning excludes
one critical point. A potter's
"intentions"
include all sorts
of variations depending on the nature and use of his materials,
and his skill. ThS: means is an intrinsic part of the finished
work. Moreover, that piece is still not done, for it must
(27)
stand constant tests of use and placement. To a potter, "it
is out of the actual process of potting and out of the atti
tudes, values, skills, and sensitivity to materials that the




style of working has good and bad
points. The bad is that it can, and often does lead to an
"anything
goes"
standard in which there is no criteria except
that the maker is somehow
"sincere."




is a beguiling, misunderstood word.
Thus there is much Japanese ware sincere(ly Japanese) and
spontaneous -- that is simply bad: the work of "Second-rate tea-
masters." 16
Kiln accidents and other "gifts of the
material"
are as often disasters as gifts and sincerity is a thin mask
to the knowledgeable.
The good values of "casual
potting"
are that they show
the artist-potter's mastery and sensitivity to his materials
--
he Is involved with the making and the results. Everything is
done quickly and expertly pots are joined or finished not
just casually, but skillfully. This way of thinking demands
that a potter have unobtrusive and unquestionable skill in his
material and handling. The means and the end are one and the
same. In short, it calls for and exhibits the depth of the
involement of the potter with his craft, for the
"end"
shows
both his feeling of design, and the obvious
"means"
to get
there show both his skill and understanding of his material
and his ability to sensitively and proudly use his knowledge.
(28)
This is the test and proof of the artist-craftsman.**
*****
Whenever a new process is utilized, one must become thor
oughly familiar with what that process is that makes it charac
teristic, to himself and others. With wood-firing, the type
that utilizes the effects of flashing and ash-glazing, there
is call for a complete reassessment of design.
Emerson states that design is "a thought with a line around
it."
If this is true, then designs for this project call for
a complete understanding of the feeling felt in wood-firing,
or at least an understanding of the characteristics of
wood-
fire. This means that pieces made for other types of firing
mainly gas-firing with standard stoneware glazes will not
work: if one is concerned with his materials and processes,
there is no "universal
firing."
Each type of firing calls for
an understanding of what one can do with that method. The only
ideas initially were that the ware would be thrown and func
tional (though a few exceptions were made.)
** There are sufficient examples of this problem, of which many
of us are guilty. More often than not, when one presents a
piece, there is lament that one cannot
see the development to
this piece a sort of apology for the way the work stands alone




prime piece(s) will prove the sincerity of both piece and maker-
There are today, exhibits showing "developments.
'
It is strange
that today's "skilled and
sincere"
artists must apologize for
their work: it is understandable that they awe and detest the
casual work of the East. For the true art or craft shows
plainly the
involvment of the artist the means are not hidden,
the skill is frank and unpretentious, and all developments to
that piece (what is considered) is plain and fulfilled else
we would be in the absurd position of having to know when the
artist was born, what he ate, etc., all irrelevant in appreci
ation.
(29)
Functional ware made for the wood-fire were generally
covered Jars, vases, and open jars straightforward and simple
"pots."
To this potter, functional ware (presently) is the
most pleasant thing to make. Pots are called upon to be used
and needed. And simply because they are functional in no way
simplifies the problem of expression; there is no fullness or
complete realization of utility without beauty. In fact, a
functional pot Is called upon more times to account for itself,
for it is always directly confronted and assessed: Just as we
do not eat simply to eat, but enjoy the "zest of
eating,"
so
we "demand that a pot not simply be useful, but beautiful, "17
or at the very least, pleasant. Moreover, functional ware,
provided one is Initially interested in making it, provides a
firm and continually growing base to a potter's work: it is
the firm foundation to his enthusiasm and growth of familiarity
with the clay. As Rhodes notes, functionalism is "...a healthy
base to which other values may be added in keeping with the
abilities and insights of the
potter."18
There are some who denounce throwing on a potter's wheel
for it is too "mechanical and
sterile."
This is a cold and
honest statement, understandable In that in the past, the wheel
was at times used merely as a tool to quickly and carefully
duplicate a master model. It is also understandable in that
some people never do get comfortable with the slow and quiet
development obtained through studio wheel work. Wheel working
is a quick, rhythmic, and gently progressive process that allows
one to develop a familiarity with material and a concept of de-
(30)
sign within its limits. Jtist as in the argument for function
alism, wheel working is one way to become familiar with clay
and to those who are intrigued with wheel work, it provides
a
firm foundation on which to grow.
*****
In that there is some truth to Blake's adage that "One
must drive his cart over the bones of old", the designs to be
made were not to be copies of Japanese wood-fire pots. Copying
other styles is a valid form of development. If one Is inspir
ed by a style, one may try to duplicate that style and famili
arize himself with it through duplication, until he slowly but
surely develops a furtherment of that style. The other course
is to understand what one feels is the
"flavor"
of that style
(here, it is the quickness in execution, sureness in handling
and finishing, etc.) and arm onesself with only knowledge of
the characteristics of wood-firing. Wood-firing deposits ash
(especially on horizontal surfaces), flashes certain areas,
and leaves combing and other indented areas in a lighter, con
trasting color, and can take a coarse surface. Both methods
of development are valid in that they start one on the road to
expressing his own feelings for and through that technique.
The former method is often criticized with the old argument of
where can one tell when the imitation ends and integration be
gin. The latter is bad in that it often forgets that a respect
and understanding of tradition is sound ground on which to
build. Provided one is respectful of the experiences and ex
pressions of the past, and realizes the limit to which he can
(30
penetrate those experiences and expressions, integration, de
velopment, and an individually expressive style will start.
*****
In the production of ware for wood-firing, I investigated
a number of techniques on the pots. Each technique seemed to
lend itself to wood-firing, and in many cases, two or more
techniques appear on one pot. Most of these techniques were
concerned with developing the surface Integrating the dif-
ferent techniques with the design of the pot and working with
the characteristics of the wood-fire.
In one of his discourses on design, Leach states that "The




I found the bottoms of wood-fire pots to be of spe
cial concern, for they must be as strong and sure as the rest of
the pots. In that it was desired that pots be essentially
"done"
when they left the wheel, a way had to be found to end
the bottom of the pots, without further trimming or the addi
tion of feet or other thrown sections. To give a definite
"end"
to the pots, a plaster scraping tool, or a pointed finishing
tool was used to sharply undercut and bevel the bottom edge of
the pots while still on the wheel. Or, by using a chamois
wrapped around the end of these tools, and levering the tool
up as it cut, a rounder edge or bevel was made. In both these
methods, a certain amount of clay was lifted to the top of the
bevel. Sometimes this clay was then cut down into with the
point of the tool to accent the ending and bevel. These tech
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done, were similar to a small foot, giving just a slight feel
ing of
"lift"
to the pots. All that was further required was
to run a finger around the bottom when the pot was leather hard
to remove any sharp edge. This bottom beSrel would catch bits
of glaze from the ash in firing, and flashed well.
By using a hack-saw blade, serrated rib, or comb, one can
"comb"
the surface of the clay and leave lines that have a
furrowed appearance. By using the tools like a brush, the
lines flow more. Wood-fire accents combing by flashing over
the tips of the comb lines, and leaving the
"furrows"
light.
Often, a slip was painted or dabbed on a pot and then the comb
run over the slipped areas and cutting into the clay underneath,
This gave the high points the color of the slip and glaze, and
the low points remained light and the color of the clay.
A pencil or pointed modeling tool can also be used to give
a stonger, single line. This too has the effect of raising a
slight amount of clay which the fire flashes, leaving the cut
areas lighter. Here again, a slip can be brushed onto the wet
pot and the tool will cut through the slip.
The surfaces of pots can be
"modulated"
by pressing the
wet clay in or out. By pushing out the clay (from the inside)
a convex surface is made. Pushing in creates a concave part.
Or the pot can be paddled with a paddle or stick, or simply
pushed into shapes with the hands. I found that small con
cave
"dimples"
made with a finger, or indented lines the width
of a finger worked best, for the flames licked over these


































making the whole effect more organic.
A limited amount of hand built work was made, with most
of it being slab-built. I enjoy molding slabs of clay into
folds which react quite well to ash-glazlng and flashing. A
large slab was rolled out and draped over paper, which would
burn out in firing. The edges were then folded, curved, and
draped around. The effect was of soft folds which allowed the
flames of firing to pass over and flash with gradation similar
to the
"dimples"
on the previous technique. These pieces were
In general non-functional.
Some slab built boxes and vases were made, when I found
a tight, long spring from a camera shutter release. By hold
ing the two ends of the spring like a cutting-wire, I could
slice large sections out of the slabs. This had the effect of
modulating the surface in very wave-like patterns, and also
(since it was a spring) creating a comb-like effect at the
same time. Firing flames would accent these surfaces very
well. These pieces were easiest to make and quite effective.
Glazing became utilized to have more control over certain
sections of pots. In that I did not desire to have the kiln
add the entire final touch of glaze, glaze was used to accent
or demarcate portions. By glazing part of the top or bottom
of pots, the pots often
gained a sense of thrust. If the
glaze stopped just above
a.-
band of impressions ringing the pot,
the glaze (since most used was an ash-glaze or slip-glaze)
would drip in rivulets between the impressions. Glazing,
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being complete losses if! the firing was bad, and had the add
ed effect of a bit more color than otherwise would result. I
had to resist glazing too much, for that would defeat the pur
pose of firing with wood. I needed much unglazed area to make
use of flashing.
At the outset of this project, there was an overriding
preoccupation with horizontal surfaces, reasoning being that
horizontal surfaces would present more surface area for the
ash to settle on and hence fuse to a glaze. While this was
logical reasoning, it tended to negate one of thrown pottery's
strengths a fullness of form and vertical dimension. While
"squat,"
horizontal pots can be full and handsome, the early
pots were weak in that they were too preoccupied with the ef
fect of ash and horizontal sections. Hence they seemed over-
designed and lacking in spontaneity and vigor.
After a few firings, I began to understand the kiln bet
ter and know where to place pots in the:klln and what the fir
ing would do. It was found that ash would settle on even a
vertical surface, and flow with the curve of the pot. As a
result, the pots became looser, more casual, fuller, and taller,
In that I could somewhat anticipate the results of the firing
better, there was less preoccupation with trying to achieve a
planned result. Forms were fuller and the handling more def
inite and sure. In short, it was realized that the kiln would
add its unexpected touch to whatever was put in, so the empha
sis on my part was to
create strong and free forms and not try
to anticipate and plan the entire process, as had been done.
(39)
In the short time available that work was done with wood-
firing, much was learned from the process. Certain forms,
styles, and techniques were reassessed and refined. There is
a freedom and casualness that is not available with most other
techniques a restrained, yet strong style. Some of the pots
were done as they came from the kiln. Others were compliment
ed by the addition of a lathe-turned walnut top inspired by
the lacquer lids of some Japanese wood-fire ware. In view of
the early work that was overdeslgned and too controlled, the
later ware was quite refreshing.
Fig. 17. Squat Jar with a turned
walnut lid.
GLAZING
Wood ash is composed of about 10-15$ alumina,
30-'
silica, up to 15$ soluble potash, and up to 30$ lime, plus
some iron, phosphorous, magnesia, and small amounts of other
materials. It may be seen from this that the ash of vegetable
matter contains all the necessary elements for a glaze, and
Indeed, many of the glazes of the world use ash in one of two
primary ways: ash is added to a glaze or ash is used alone.
Wood ash can be used as a main element in a glaze, and
glazes made with ash have qualities and appearances which are
harder to reproduce with other materials. "Ash
glazes"
tend to
be rather fluid and broken in texture, with the small amounts
of Iron and other metallic oxides presenting a spotted and
somewhat greyed quality to the glaze. The simplest glazes are
often composed of only wood ash, feldspar, and limestone--the
theoretical base for almost all Chinese celadons. If one does
closely control the type of wood ash used, one can produce a
fairly fine, smooth, and consistent glaze. However, It is the
minor variations which are prized. If ash is substituted in
some standard glaze for some of the feldspar, one obtains the
expected glaze with some unexpected variations within the glaze
that are, more often than not, very pleasant.
Ash used alone, either dusted on a pot before firing, or
as it naturally accumulates on a pot in the course of a wood-




cient temperature, the ash melts and combines with some free
silica and iron invariably found in a stoneware body. It is a
well-known fact that in a normal firing, a slight body reduc
tion releases some Iron from the body which mixes with the
molten glaze. The effect of the addition of iron in this way
is entirely different than the addition of extra iron to the
glaze batch itself. It also works with straight ash, as the
pale grey-green of the straight ash often takes on a deeper green
from absorbing body iron.
Whichever method of glazing with ash is us-ed, the fact
remains that ash glazes have a marvelous quality to them. They
tend to fit and drape a pot regardless of how much control
one wishes to have over his materials, the ash does unexpected
and subtle things incontestable since they come from the
materials themselves reacting in inevitable ways. The problem
Is to design a strong ware which will be enhanced by this
effect.
The colors found are subtle often a slight greying here
and there, a strong green on another side, and sometimes a
golden hue. If stoneware Is noted for its soft and matt glazes,
suggestive of nature and her elements, then wood-firing and
its ash are even more natural and suggestive. For some, this
effect is very difficult to understand, for the glazes are not
bold and the contrasts are often very basic. The glazes do not
command attention, but quietly exist in their rather somber
tones to be ignored or admired. Cardew, working exclusively
in wood-firing, finds that:
(43)
The complaint that stoneware lacks colour is rather
like the complaint that there are no
'tunes'
in the
music of classical composers. The tunes are there,
sometimes (though not always) better ones than those
of popular music. But they are more complex and are
given, so to speak, new dimension by counterpoint,
development, and modulation. To enjoy and appreciate
them is usually the result of a long and gradual pro
cess of cultivation, punctuated by moments of sudden
enlightenment. 'Good
Taste'
is a thing which has
suffered by keeping bad company. Taste is rather
like education: just as true education makes a man
better able to realize how little he knows and in
creases his capacity and appetite for more. 20
*****
The glazed surfaces used were of three types: naturally
glazed from the firing, applied ash or ash glazes, and con
ventional stoneware glazes.
A.) The ash found in the natural course of firing this kiln
was fairly low in iron content. It varied from a toast color
where thin and low-fired to a thick, gentle green where it had
accumulated thickly and been fired long and hard. Generally
all the variations were handsome, and there was quite a bit
of ash all around the pots sometimes a problem with single
firebox wood-kilns.
B. ) The second type of glazing consisted of ash dusted on a
pot or in a standard stoneware ash glaze. By using either of
these, certain sections were able to be completely covered and
the resultant drips of fluid glaze somewhat more controlled.
Seaweed Ash
This was a finely milled ash that was dusted either on
a pot or on a glaze. By itself, it has a grey color and
,1s fairly fluid a fine dusting of this ash produces
an amazing amount of glaze and runs. It was used both
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(45)
painted on. There is a Japanese technique which uses
fresh Seaweed wrapped around a pot, producing red lines
where the seaweed is burned off. This was not tried.





This is a standard stoneware ash glaze, usually fired
in a gas kiln. I used it as the prime glaze when I
wanted to control certain sections of a pot. In wood-
firing, it is altered some by ash from the fire, and
would run more and be a slight bit redder in color.
The ash used was taken straight from the previous
firing, coarse selved only, and added to the batch.
Its colors range from brown-green to orange-green-red,
depending on the atmosphere of the kiln, ash, etc.
Although it is a glaze, it still has a definite ash
quality, though a bit thicker than ususal.
Also , the following can be added to the base :
Cobalt carbonate \%
Chromium Oxide \%
These give the glaze a deep, grey-blue color. The
percentages can be doubled to intensify the effect.
Copper carbonate 2%
This turned the glaze a bit greenera copper green
which looks slightly different.
With all the glazes listed to this point, a blue slip





This is a standard blue slip I use. It can be applied
to a wet, green, or bisqued pot. It adds a tinge of
blue to all the above. Alone, it would burn very dark,
or, where it reacted with the ash from firing, turn a
light, mottled blue. It works very well under all





















































C.) There were a number of conventional stoneware glazes used
to enhance, line, or demarcate sections of pots. Some were











This white glaze was used in this work primarily as a
"liner"
to coat the insides of pots so they would not
be bare (flames and ash do not settle well into pots).
A few times it was used on the outside of a pot, and
only on a section in order to give a stark
constrast--
the smooth, white surface against the flashed, ash-








Hayes Drippy is, as the name implies, a very fluid slip
glaze, and it forms a web of glaze on a pot and In
certain sections, will run down the sides. Fired in
the wood-kiln, it closely resembled a heavy ash accu
mulation. It was found that certain sections of the
glaze would turn a gold color when the pot was near
the fire and had gotten a good amount of ash. This is
a simple, pleasant, and reliable glaze.



















This glaze became very fluid and runny in wood-firing,
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normally be expected, presumably because It picked
up and reacted to ash well. Because it did not
confine itself to sections as well as, say, Q-10,
and because It was such a thick, rich, and almost








This saturated iron glaze was used to line the insides
of some pots and on sections of the outside. Heavy iron
glazes all seem to work well in wood-fire, for their dark
color keeps the thick, smooth, and shiny glaze from con
flicting with the rest of the pot. Usually this glaze
was freely poured and splashed over the exteriors.
Celadons
A large number of celadon tests were fired, mainly out
of i curiosity. Most celadons, from my experience, rely
on a Slight, but steady reduction atmosphere to produce
their various shades of blue, grey, and/or green. I was
curious to see if the wood-kiln's constantly altering
atmosphere would affect the celadons. Although the prin
ciple celadon I use did workhaving a smooth surface
and a shade of green the color was not as rich and









A technique learned from Don Reitz was to dust Rutile
on a glazed pot. All the ash glazes, and especially Voulkos
Plum, reaoted well. The ash glazes lightened some. The Plum
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To the studio potter, loading a kiln Is not the final
step in the production of ware. There is another whole area
to be learned and done that cannot be Ignored if one is to be
come a potter and not merely a dilettante in this mechanical
and controllable age: there are talents to be learned in
stacking and firing one's kilns which only experience can give.
Around kilns has grown a strange awe and fear, for:
... a certain mystery attends kiln firing. And in spite
of the efforts of specialists, a degree of uncertainty
persists. This uncertainty may account for the fact
that potters do not regard their kilns as other crafts
men might regard their tools; rather they look upon the
kiln as a place of holocaust, a potential enemy and de
stroyer as well as collaborator. By and large the action
of the kiln has given rise to considerable superstition,
and firing has not been well understood, even by many
who are otherwise well trained in
ceramics.21
Rhodes continues:
Today, while we may curse the results of a firing, we
rarely pray for its success ... Placing one's pieces In
the kiln is a kind of surrender, a giving up to the
metamorphic forces of the fire ... with his best efforts
in this limbo, the potter feels on the one hand a sense
of estrangement from his work, and on the other a keener
identification with it. As the fire advances, he may
sense a participation in the action of the Intense heat. 22
Wood-firing presents a whole set of further compounding
factors aside from the fact that it is a different method of
firing. With gas firing, one has only to rely on intuition
and experience to adjust the ratio of gas to air, and in ana
lyzing the atmosphere. With wood, there Is also the problem
of gauging one's rhythm in stoking,
the quality and quantity
(51)
(52)
of the fuel on hand, the stacking of the kiln, and a wide range
of new and strange problems that test one's basic understanding
of combustion and processes. As Leach states:
The firing is the climax of the potter's labour, and
in a wood-fired kiln of any size it is a long and
exhausting process. Weeks and months of work are at
stake. Any one of a dozen things may go wrong. Wood
may be damp, flues may get choked. . .shelves give way
and alter the draughts, packing may have been too
greedily close, or for sheer exhaustion one may have
snatched an hour's sleep, handing over Control to
someone else and thereby altering the rhythm of the
stoking. 23
*****
Wood was obtained from a sawmill about 12 miles away. The
cost was about #8 a "short
cord"
(2'x2'x8') delivered about
twice the cost if one picked up the wood himself. This was a
hard-wood mill, so the wood obtained was a mixture of oak,
hickory, ash, elm, walnut, cherry, and whatever else was around
being cut or cut. It was generally old, dry wood, and all cut
in assorted pieces resembling slabs, since they were
"roughcuts"
from the outside of the trunk. They were generally short
about one to two feet long. In most cases all that was needed
was to split these slabs into pieces about 3-5 inches across.
Ideally, one should use soft wood which is more open, and burns
faster and hotter. Hardwood does work, but it is not the ideal.
Either should be split as small as possible and be dry to burn
even faster.
Bernard Palis sy notes that "As for the right method of
filling the kiln, it requires a special geometry.
"24
stacking
is a talent In itself, and with wood-fire, if one is particu-
(53)
larly greedy with space, one had better practise stacking with
more lenient gas kilns. Wood-firing calls for extremely loose
and liberal stacking. In a gas kiln, one can leave as little
as
^"
between pots provided the spacing is consistent through
out the stack. Wood demands at least an inch between pots for
the flame to circulate freely, heat evenly, flash, and drop
ash. Perhaps, as Is shown In the Onda kilns, a loose stack is
more efficient in the long run, but the urge to pack tight is
hard to resist. Posts used were about 16 inches square each,
and ten were used on each level to support the large, heavy
shelves, hence one has immediately lost about 160 square inches
on each layer.
The first firing cycle was generally the one followed
thereafter, intentionally or not. In the first two firings,
an active 16 hour firing cycle was used. This cycle was es
tablished by Prof. Schmitz 's experiences, and finding we could
not hasten the firing, we also fired at this rate. Prof.
Schmitz was able to fire at a faster rate in his first kilns,
but decided to use the longer 16 hour cycle for it enabled him
to achieve the better results. Our cycle, however, (although
it got good results) could not be pushed. The kiln establish
ed Its own cycle.
The general procedure was to load the kiln late in the
afternoon. Before loading, lots of newspaper and some kiln-
dried wood scraps from the wood-shop were put in the firebox.
Cones of 09, 07, 05, 03, 01, 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 were put
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cones and hence a sagger or box open on the front should be
used to protect the cones from settling ash. However, we
never used any, and this did not seem to make any difference.
We only wanted a relative idea of temperature and rise time.
Downdraft kilns pull or draw very poorly when they are
cold. As a result, especially on cold winter days, it became
difficult to get the fire to pull through the kiln at the start,
When the second chimney was built, a small hole was left in the
brickwork at the base of the stack which could be closed with
two pieces of brick. By inserting a propane burner here
while the kiln was being loaded, the chimney was preheated,
thus insuring a draw when the preheating fires were lit.
At about four in the afternoon, the door was closed and
the paper was lit through the firebox door. Later, this pro
cedure was changed. Since a fire immediately produces a min
imum heat of
300
F., and since silicon carbide, of which our
shelves were made, has a low thermal shock value, we attributed
our large shelf loss to initial heat shock especially on cold
days. Little ware was lost, but the high cost of shelves and
their limited supply prompted us to later use a small propane
burner In the firebox. Preheating Is mandatory to heat the
walls of the kiln, especially since they are, here, hard fire
brick, and to preheat the ware. This small burner gave a more
gentle,
controllable flame and seemed to sufficiently accom
plish the job of preheating and at the same time cut down on
shelf loss. The three times we used this burner, we lost no
shelves .
(57)
The kiln was then stoked until at least 10 p.m. by merely
filling up the grate every time it got low in wood. No con
sistent stoking was done. At 10 p.m. the kiln was shut up
tighly, with all vents closed, damper shut, and doors closed
to hold the heat until the next morning. At six the next morn
ing, the fire was relit with newspaper and wood (or the burner
for a few hours if extremely cold) loaded through the firebox
door, and a slow, rhythmic stoking begun. Stoking was done by
pitching wood first into the back of the firebox, and gradually
filling up the grate up to the front. This ensures that the
grate is evenly loaded. Too much wood can clog the grate and
stop or slow the firing since available air is cut down. It
is better to stoke more often than load too much at once. Per
haps every 3-5 minutes, the kiln needed another stoking. This
was done until the kiln reached the desired cone 10, which did
not usually occur until at least 10 at night. Then the kiln
grates were given a final load of wood and the vents and doors
shut up tight. A graph of the average firing cycle Is given.
*****
The amount of wood used in a firing was about 2-3 cords,
or about 2\ tons. Wood burns as no other fuel, with the re
sult that the atmosphere is much harder to control. With each
stoking, there is
a short reduction cycle with much smoke and
intense flames. Initial combustion of a solid fuel calls for
much oxygen. Therefore after a stoking and its accompanying
reduction phase, there is a oxidation
cycle as less of the
available oxygen is required and used. This altering of cycles
(58)
goes on throughout the firing and it appears that the effects
of reduction on the ware are light partly due to the intense
heat igniting the wood more easily and partly due to the tre
mendous velocity of gases moving through the kiln and carrying
off the gases rapidly. Combustion happens when carbon (as a
gas suspension or otherwise) combines with oxygen giving off
heat and producing carbon dioxide. At the higher temperatures
of firing, the velocity of gases is so great that by the time
they can combine with oxygen, they are often past the chimney.
As a result, It was often found that a bright jet of flame was
shooting out of the stack. Chinks in the stack also showed
flames to be flowing inside. This would explain why with all
the evidence of reduction happening, often ware would show
little body evidence of reduction. Cardew has done much work
on wood-kiln atmospheres, and In Pioneer Pottery gives an ex
cellent analysis of the zones of reduction, oxidation, and
combustion in a wood-kiln.
There were a number of techniques tried in loading and
firing this kiln some of which worked and others which were
not worth the effort. It should be noted that as far as in
vestigating new techniques in firing is concerned, a thorough
knowledge and plan of the experiment should be made, for much
more is at stake- a lot of energy can be wasted and a full
kiln load of ware can be ruined.
Techniques of loading are less risky to experiment with
and generally easier to carry out with
a greater variety of
results than one might expect. In the case of covered jars,
(59)
three small balls of clay were usually put between lid and pot
to raise the lid and keep it from fusing with ash-glaze. This
seemed to work fairly well. Pots were sometimes left on the
bagg wall to try and Increase the flash. However, this tech
nique can be bad, for it interferes with the initial flame
path into the main chamber. Although it seems reasonable to
assume that a harder flash would result, the case often was
that the pot overflashed becoming a solid brown color and
with little accumulation of ash, assumedly because the velo
city of gases this close to the fire carried much of the ash
past the pot.
Another test was to place a celadon glazed pot Inside of
a large covered Jar to try and limit the atmosphere available
to the celadon and further reduce the glaze. Since the cela
don came out a rather poor shade of green on three occasions
(poor compared to firing in a gas kiln) this method was not
pursued.
Interesting results were obtained by butting a large
lump of clay between two pots to try and control the flash.
Where the clay wad was, there should
be a light area con
trasting with the flashed area around the clay. However, more
Interesting results were achieved when pots were loaded freely
and Indiscriminately pots on edge, on top of each other, and
at angles. This allowed the ash glaze to drape in odd and angled
ways.
A technique Inspired by Don Reitz was to use "target
bricks1.'
Bricks or posts were smeared with cobalt, copper,
(60)
or chromium oxide and water which should
"blush"
a nearby pot
with color when the oxide burned off. This did not seem to
work, assumedly for two reasons: 1) it appears that the pots
must be within
i"
of the brick to have any effect, and 2) this
technique calls for a fairly fluid surface, as on the salt-
glazed pots which Reitz produces.
With the second firing, it was reasoned that if the damper
were suddenly closed for a few seconds, the draw would stop and
more ash would settle. During firing, one can look in the spy
hole and see flecks of ash flying through the kiln and settling
on ware. If one could stall the draft for a second, more ash
would settle. In fact, this technique, according to Rhodes,
is sometimes used at the Tamba kilns. Each time the fire was
stoked, the damper was immediately shut, and held until courage
was lostthe build-up of flame, pressure, and heat Is con
siderable after stoking and large flames and smoke would burst
out of chinks, cracks, and holes never known to exist. This
was done a few times. Although this did seem to let more ash
settle, the most interesting result was that the ware came from
the kiln distinctly more reduced. This method seems to work
best if it is done every hour from about cone 6 on up. It
appears to allow a good amount of color and reduction on the
pieces, while not overreducing
them.
When winter set In, it became very difficult to store and
keep dry the large amounts of wood on hand. Through successive
firings, it was discovered that with consistent, and rhythmic
stoking, damp and even green wood would fire the kiln to about
Fig. 28. There are three small balls
of clay on top rim of this jar to
support lid and prevent ash glaze from
fusing lid to pot.
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cone 6 with ease. But above this cone, it is mandatory to
have dry wood. It was discovered that a large blower with
two vents aimed into the air ports would speed up combustion
enough to use even damp wood all the way to cone 10. If one
has a large blower available, it is possible to use slightly
damp wood in a firing.
Because this kiln is made out of hardbrick, it often oc
curs that the kiln will stall while the walls absorb more
heat. After they have, they radiate some heat back and the
temperature of the kiln rises again. Most kilns will have a
certain amount of stalling, especially when cold sections of
the kiln try to catch up to hotter sections. As can be seen
from the firing cycle chart, the stalls in a wood-kiln of
hardbrick are often long.
Even though this kiln was designed to burn the wood and
embers as completely as possible with a minimum of left-over
ashes In the ash-pit, there was a surprising amount at the
end of each firing that had to be scraped out. By about the
sixth firing, the grates were pulled out and found to be full
and In parts choked with ash. Also, the small holes in the
lower part of the bagg wall were clogged and needed cleaning.
If grates and bagg wall are not checked before each loading,
sufficient air will not get to the wood to burn it completely,
with the result that there will be more embers, more ash, and
a further compounded problem, usually resulting in a firing
that will not reach temperature. Hence it is best to check
the grates and pit before any loading.
(63)
This kiln gave favorable results, and there were no firings
that were complete disasters. However, there were some odditities
that are natural in any kiln. The back of this kiln generally
fired hotter and flashed ware more. This can be due to improper
stoking (one has a tendency to stoke more into the back of the
grate trying to make sure that wood gets into this section which
is already hard to stoke, for it requires a special knack for
"pitching"
the wood. One thus usually overcompensa tea) or the
fact that each time the firebox door was opened, a draft went
in the front and pushed the flames to the back. This appears
to indicate that It might be wise to have a stoking door at each
end of the firebox. With this arrangement, one could alternately
ends of stoking, and thus heat and flash front and back evenly.
The bottom front of this kiln was usually colder and often
underfired. This may be due to the fact that the soft brick
of the door did not radiate as much heat as the rest of the
kiln (the top front is taken care of by flames rolling over the
arch) but more often the case was poor stacking at least in
this kiln. In one firing, where there was but one large piece
taking up the whole bottom front, the bottom fired even with
the rest of the kiln. This would indicate that the bottom front
must be packed even looser.
Generally we were satisfied, though exhausted. Firing is
a long process and calls for much
attention. Wood must be
split and stacked, and the stoking rhythm must be constant.
There is a small celebration each time
a cone falls, and it is
mesmerizing to look
in the spy holes and see lazy flames car-
(64)
resslng the ware in shapes and patterns as evocative as those
in Beardsley's works. Small bits of ash fly by and stick to
pots. At the height of firing, and when the night has set in,
each stoking brings a burst of flame from the stack. The kiln
distinctly roars in the fury of the combustion, the chimney
snaps and pops at joints from the intense heat, and each piece
of wood fairly explodes In a burst of white, incandescent heat,
It is this excitement that makes wood-firing different than




...at one time my work was baked In front and not
behind, and the next time, when I tried to prevent
such an accident, I would burn it behind and the
front would not be baked; sometimes it was cooked
on the right and burned on the left; sometimes my
glazes were put on too thin, and sometimes too
thick: which caused me heavy losses: sometimes
when I had glazes of various colors in the kiln,
some were burned before the others had melted. In;
short, I blundered thus for fifteen or sixteen
years: when I had learned to guard against one
danger, I encountered another that I would never
have thought about. 2
It is often the case that many years are required before
a potter is thoroughly familiar with all aspects of his tools
and materials. In this sense, it would seem Impossible to ex
pect that a study of this short scope could please one as to
results and represent the full fruit of one's investigation.
It is also a strange fact that with today's excellent
fuels to fire ceramics, there is still a desire and interest
in returning to the basic firing methods. Half of the truth
lies in Aldous Huxley's truism that "only an artist of excep
tional austerity can make a temperate use of the resources of
a highly advanced technology .
"26 The other half is simply
the fact that regardless of the efficiency of kilns today,
there are distinctive and valued characteristics to firing with
wood that cannot be produced with other fuels. Today, if ever,
we need a reassessment of the basis of our lives, thinking, and
abilities, and an artist
is more than ever called upon to re
assess his materials and techniques. But there must be careful
(66)
(67)
evaluation, for today, it is often the case that a "return to
the
basics"
and its attendant rules totally justifies a loose
ness in thinking and learning which is an excuse rather than a
reassessment.
In that this thesis was centered around becoming experi
enced with the technique of wood-firing and developing a style
Inspired by accepted standards, it was successful. By firing
with wood, I learned much about basic combustion and firing
principles. The ware as It developed became very satisfying:
quickly and skillfully thrown, with more of a closeness to the
whole process and technique. It may be useful to note that
although with my own original ideas I was not willing to imi
tate accepted standards, in the end my designs were somewhat
similar to the accepted examples. For example, there were the
same gentle and restrained curves, free throwing, and strong
and apt nature. Where pots were
"tight"
in the beginning, too
consciously making use of the technique, they later became
looser and the wood-fire process to become an extension of the
throwing.
My experiences also brought to light some distinct dis
advantages to undertaking wood-firing, which are worthy of care
ful consideration. Any kiln working on an intermittant schedule
is inefficient^? in that a large amount of fuel is used to heat
the brickwork and space must be given over to the wood Just to
fire the kiln. Also, chimney, flues, and air vents must be
much more generous to allow for combustion. In short, the
whole kiln must be larger Just to use the fuel.
(68)
Time and space are important factors to a potter. Wood
kilns demand that there be ample space to simply store the
fuel. And firing a kiln with wood requires much more time and
effort. Many are Interested to watch, but few friends come to
help with the most necessary part, splitting the wood.
Firing with most other fuels allows a potter to relax
somewhat. During gas firings, time may be spent "...in routine
tasks or in a kind of reassessment of values and directions.
The firing gives a natural peridocity to pottery making, a
time when one cycle is ending and another not yet begun. "28
Wood-firing, with its need for constant attention, is a tedious
process. There is no time to relax, for even the time between
stoking is needed to gather, split, and stack wood.
I also discovered some adjustments that I would make with
the kiln if it were rebuilt. The air inlets could be a little
larger or more numerous to enable one to clean the holes In
the bagg wall during firing, as was necessary a few times. Two
firebox doors would enable one to possibly get a more even
stoke and a better, more even firing. Both would not have to
be used, but the built-in accessability would be helpful.
Also, smaller shelves, along with the larger ones, would allow
one to stagger the shelve layers with three small shelves, then
two large shelves, then three small ones, etc. an arrangement
which might Improve circulation through the loading area. Fi
nally, in some localities,
large quantities of sawdust are
available. It is entirely conceivable that a bin/blower ar
rangement could be constructed whereby the kiln would be fired
(69)
with sawdust. Sawdust would burn faster and hotter (provided
one can calculate the rate of feed so as to not smother the
fire) and, since it is flying through the kiln as it combusts,
might make for a larger ash deposit, if that is desired.
Once one has designed ware he feels unique for wood-firing
and fired a few wood-kilns, he realizes that wood-firing is
indeed a different style from any other type of firing. If it
is convenient, a second kiln for wood-firing would be ideal to
have, for the ability to change a style and technique once in
a while is a refreshing thing. In that man does not "live by
bread
alone,"
so a producing studio potter does not live by
his standard ware alone. Wood firing tends to be much freer
than the standard work of most potters. If only for this fact,
wood-firing is certainly worth while.
Wood-firing is indeed a hard and demanding process in
terms of the work involved with the kiln. In some cases the
labor and time involved is hardly worth the effort. But more
often, wood-firing, more than any other firing method, enables
a potter to more completely assess his materials and techniques.
Moreover, there is the undeniable excitement. During the height
of the firing, the kiln is "belching like a
dragon"29
and,
though tired, one scrambles around to gather wood dutifully
and in panic to keep up the fire and the excitement. A solid
Jet of flame from the stack lights the area and the white hot
areas in the kiln blind one. It is in these moments that one
feels the effort is well worthwhile If only for the sheer
excitement and spectacle. And when the potter unloads the
(70)
kiln, still exhausted from the night before, it
Is a Joy for
him to behold ware that has been touched by the fire a
proof
that he understood and gave due respect to his materials.
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